Like Joseph, may all fathers value and protect their children, born and unborn, and may all families be a sanctuary for life, where all babies are welcomed as a gift.

Mary Christmas!

From Sweet Grass County Right to Life

SGCCI
Sweetgrassroots.org

The great paradox of the 21st century is that, in this age of powerful technology, the biggest problems we face internationally are problems of the human soul.

— Ralph Peters

WALKER LAVOY - SENIOR

Nominated by Coach Dan Smart

Walker has really stepped up his game this year. His leadership by example and willingness to do anything is a great inspiration to our young athletes.

TEDJO TODD - SENIOR

Nominated by Coach Kyle Ryan

Tedjo is a player that has been very dedicated and hardworking. I feel his work ethic and upbeat personality are a definite asset to the program. She has become more and more consistent as a player over the last 3 seasons. I looked for great things out of her this season.
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